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Story 
Lara / Timothy is a young adolescent living in the periphery of a big city since her / his day of 
birth. Her grandparents from both parents’ sides have immigrated because of a civil war 
between the two major ethnic groups in their home country. The two families have been in 
great danger, because they belonged to the rivaling groups. Especially Lara was in great 
danger, as she has her family origin in both ethnos. Both families suffer having lost their 
homes. Although the families respect the marriage of Lara’s parents, the grandparents tell 
different stories to Lara about the causes of the conflict ending up in the civil war.  
During the childhood Lara didn’t care about these stories. However, when she grew older, she 
realized the hidden accusations in these narrations. So she started to investigate the historical 
roots of the conflict, and came to the standpoint that both ethnic groups had fueled it during 
several generations either by attacks on individual persons and on environment or by activities  
of politicians and legal regulations. 
Within the family, Lara learned to speak both ethnic languages; in school she learned the 
language of the host country. About the civic war in her home country she didn’t learn 
anything. 
So she started to use the internet for her concern. Using anonymity she gave herself the name 
„Truthy“ and created a blog, on which she is posting the results of her recherche at regular 
intervals. 
Very soon she had a huge number of followers. She became a so called „influencer“. In her 
postings she contrasts the two opposite points of view using English as the core 
communication language. 
One day she received a message that an anonymous person offers help to get secret 
information on one of the conflicting parties. For this purpose, this person wants to hack a 
computer. 
Should Lara accept this offer? 
 
Serial story (issues that can be added when appropriate) 
Lara also contributes to other forums. Especially one forum run by an extremist group or 
person belonging to the ethnic group of Lara’s father is anonymously posting hate-postings 
and fake-news against the other ethnic group.  
Should she ask the hacker to find out this person’s identity? 
 
The hacker offers Lara to install a Trojan virus on this extremist forum. 
Should Lara accept this offer? 
 
Lara thinks that her blog is providing the best information on this conflict, yet her blog is listed 
on rear sides of search engines. The hacker offers her to manipulate these engines to bring 
her address on the first results. 



 

 

Should Lara accept this offer? 
 
An international peace consortium arranged a deal with the two conflicting parties to organize 
a vote following democratic principles. It is planned to provide electronic voting as well. The 
hacker offers Lara to find out whether the extremist party intends to manipulate this electronic 
tool. 
Should Lara accept this offer? 
 
The hacker offers Lara to create an avatar of one of the international supervisors to prepare an 
information in favor of the ethnic group of Lara’s mother. 
Should Lara accept this offer? 
 
Lara found out that the ethnic group of her mother has only a small budget for financing the 
voting campaign. Therefore, she thinks that the initial conditions for the election aren’t 
balanced. The hacker offers her to install a program on the personal websites of international 
prominent people and placing a link the website of „Truthy“. 
Should Lara accept this offer? 
 
 
 
Dimension of dilemma 
Family, tradition, personal values priorities, civic engagement, „to do something problematic for a good values 
concern“,  
Serial story: increasing and widening the issues by bringing in different persons, different areas of problems,  

 
 
Related to selected course content / topics 
Education in migration societies: role of language, social cohesion, civic participation, 
intercultural dimension of English as a global language, pluralism, question of power, 
constructing one truth through divergent dialogues 
 
Possible involved values 
 
 
Educational Aims / Developmental objectives  
according to the course 
 
 
according to European Qualifications Framework for Lifelong Learning (https://ec.europa.eu/ploteus/sites/eac-
eqf/files/leaflet_en.pdf 

Knowledge 
Skills 
Competences 
 
 
Involved disciplines 
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Interdisciplinarity 
 
 
Transdisciplinarity 


